Effects of sex and laterality on the rotatory swimming behavior of normal mice.
Clockwise and counterclockwise full turns are commonly used to assess lateralization in circling behavior. Although previous studies have reported that the rotatory swimming (ROSW) test is simple and reliable, little is known about lateralization of turns lower than 360 degrees and the amount of turning close to the wall, and even less is known about alternation of direction during a session. Here we investigated the effects of consistency of laterality and sex on 30 degree turns in center and in periphery of the swimming apparatus, and on alternation of direction upon three sessions. Approximately 80% of the turns occurred when mice swam along the wall. In side-consistent turners, this suggests the existence of an intrinsic sensorimotor asymmetry that determines the adhesion to the preferred side. Regarding categorization of side preferences, there was a high percentage of agreement between center and periphery, as well as between full turns and extra 30 degree turns (30 degree turns that do not contribute to full turns). Therefore, behavioral asymmetry in the ROSW can be assessed using 30 degree turns. There was no significant directional bias in the population, and side preference was found to be independent of sex. By contrast, after the second minute of each session, males exhibited a significantly higher number of reversal of direction (RD) as well as a higher number of RD per turn than females. The amount of RD presented by each animal is not predicted by the animal's side preference. Thus, RD is independent of preferred side of turning and depends on sex.